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Industrial robots are becoming increasingly vulnerable to cyber incidents and attacks, particularly with
the dawn of the Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT). To gain a comprehensive understanding of these
cyber risks, vulnerabilities of industrial robots were analyzed empirically, using more than three million
communication packets collected with testbeds of two ABB IRB120 robots and five other robots from var-
ious Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). This analysis, guided by the confidentiality–integrity–
availability (CIA) triad, uncovers robot vulnerabilities in three dimensions: confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. These vulnerabilities were used to design Covering Robot Manipulation via Data
Deception (CORMAND2), an automated cyber–physical attack against industrial robots. CORMAND2
manipulates robot operation while deceiving the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) sys-
tem that the robot is operating normally by modifying the robot’s movement data and data deception.
CORMAND2 and its capability of degrading the manufacturing was validated experimentally using the
aforementioned seven robots from six different OEMs. CORMAND2 unveils the limitations of existing
anomaly detection systems, more specifically the assumption of the authenticity of SCADA-received
movement data, to which we propose mitigations for.

� 2023 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Industrial robots, such as the arm-like programmable mecha-
nisms widely used in manufacturing, are prototypical cyber–phys-
ical systems (CPSes) that interact with the physical world through
sensing, communication, computation, and control [1]. According
to the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), over three million
industrial robots were deployed in manufacturing systems in 2021
[2]. Fig. 1 shows the typical operation scenario of industrial robots
that are in accordance with the ISO10218 [3] and ISO12100 [4]
standards on the safety of industrial robots. The typical operation
process is as follows:

Process 1: the human operator logs on to the robot with his/her
credentials and programs it using development software, such as
RobotStudio for ABB robots;

Process 2: the robot operates as programmed and reports its
real-time operation, that is, the movement data collected by
onboard sensors, to the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system;
Process 3: SCADA displays the received movement data and
detects the potential abnormal robot operation using anomaly
detection systems;

Process 4: the human operator monitors the robot’s operation
by observing the SCADA display.

Note that the industrial network that facilitates processes 1 and
2 in Fig. 1 is commonly constructed using EtherNet/IP. Moreover,
while the robot is in operation, human operators usually have lim-
ited access to the manufacturing facility.

The increasing number of cyber attacks on manufacturing sys-
tems demonstrates the vulnerability of industrial robots to being
manipulated [5–8]. For example, manufacturing factories were
extorted for 6.9 million USD in 2019 [9]. Other victims include
Honda and Aebi Schmidt, who were forced to halt production as
a result of cyber attacks [10,11]. As an important component of
manufacturing systems, industrial robots may be targeted by
adversaries; thus, the security of industrial robots has piqued the
interest of many researchers. For example, Quarta et al. [12] chan-
ged the operation of an ABB robot by modifying the proportional
gain of the robot’s proportion–proportion–differentiation (PID)
controller. Alemzadeh et al. [13] used forged control commands
to manipulate the movement of a Raven robot. Apa [14] hacked a
.1016/j.
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Fig. 1. Typical industrial robot operation and the mounting of Covering Robot
Manipulation via Data Deception (CORMAND2). SCADA: Supervisory Control and
and Data Acquisition.
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UR robot’s Modbus server and operated it beyond the boundaries
of safety.

To gain a comprehensive understanding of these cyber risks, the
vulnerabilities of industrial robots were analyzed using over three
million communication packets collected from seven robots from
six different Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) (Figs. 2
and 3) that represent over 55% of the global market [15]. All of
the seven robots were networked with EtherNet/IP. This study
was based on the confidentiality–integrity–availability (CIA) triad,
a commonly used model for security analysis, and three key find-
ings were made: ① even the most widely used security measures,
such as strong encryption and data hashing, were absent in the
robots, leaving them vulnerable in all three dimensions defined
by the CIA triad; ② to the best of our knowledge, the majority of
reported industrial robot attacks exploit at least one of the three
vulnerabilities; ③ the three vulnerabilities are interrelated, mean-
ing that compromised confidentiality undermines integrity and
Fig. 2. Typical assembly operation on the Secure Industrial Robot Pick-and-Place (SIRP)
conveyors based on positions measured by cameras; (c) two robots assembling the two o
warehouse.
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availability, and weakened integrity enables the concealment of
impaired availability.

These vulnerabilities were used to design Covering Robot
Manipulation via Data Deception (CORMAND2), which is a novel
cyber–physical attack that exploits compromised robot confiden-
tiality to further impair integrity and availability. For example,
CORMAND2 can manipulate robot operation (hacking process 1
in Fig. 1) while deceiving SCADA, which monitors normal robot
operation, by modifying the robot’s movement data (hacking pro-
cess 2 in Fig. 1). The collaborative nature of CORMAND20s decep-
tion attack not only sets it apart from previously reported
attacks, but more importantly, it allows CORMAND2 to evade an
important class of anomaly detection systems that detect robot
manipulation using the movement data collected by SCADA [16–
18] by undermining the common assumption that movement data
collected by SCADA truly reflects the robot’s movement.

CORMAND20s data deception is based on the Man-in-the-
Middle (MITM) attack, which establishes new Transmission Con-
trol Protocol (TCP) connections between two victims using
proxy-based solutions, such as Mitmproxy and Burp Suite. These
solutions, however, do not apply to industrial robots because the
connection between the robot and SCADA is established and main-
tained throughout system operation. CORMAND2 overcomes this
challenge by mounting the MITM attack and modifying the exist-
ing connection between the robot and SCADA without causing
anomalies in SCADA-received robot movement, communication
packets, and TCP connection.

CORMAND2 is a type of malware that can install and mount
attacks automatically. This study onseven robots from six different
OEMs confirmed the ability of CORMAND2 to bypass existing
anomaly detectors that assume the authenticity of SCADA-
received movement data [17]. In addition, CORMAND2 causes a
minimal increase in communication latency (1.7 ms), packets
(0.42%–1.10%), and packet retransmission rate (0.0073%) on aver-
age, demonstrating its negligible impact on communication statis-
tics, which makes it difficult to detect. CORMAND20s potential to
reduce production efficiency and cause physical damage was
testbed. (a) Two robots at home position; (b) two robots picking up objects from
bjects into a cylinder; (d) robot on the right placing the assembled structure into the



Fig. 3. Five robots from different OEMs. (a) KUKA; (b) UR; (c) COMAU; (d) NACHI; (e) UFACTORY.
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assessed to demonstrate the potential consequences of a vulnera-
ble CIA triad in the physical world. Solutions to protect robots
against CORMAND2 were also proposed. Over three million com-
munication packets were made openly accessible to facilitate more
extensive research on the security of industrial robots.

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
� Identification of the vulnerabilities of industrial robots in terms
of confidentiality, integrity, and availability;

� Design of CORMAND2, a cyber–physical attack that exploits
these vulnerabilities to conceal manipulated robot operation
through data deception, which is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first attack of its kind against industrial robots, as it not only
manipulates robot operation but also conceals the manipulation
from detection;

� Implementation of CORMAND2 on seven robots fromsix differ-
ent OEMs, and verification of CORMAND20s ability to evade
existing anomaly detectors, its negligible communication over-
heads, and its impact on manufacturing;

� Solutions for protecting robots from CORMAND2.

2. Related work

This section is a brief discussion on the literature related to
CORMAND2.

(1) Security of industrial robots. Substantial research has been
done on the vulnerabilities of industrial robots and the attacks that
have been mounted against them, as well as on the development of
detectors to protect these robots. Pogliani et al. [6], Quarta et al.
[12], Maggi et al. [19], Apa et al. [14], and Chan et al. [20] investi-
gated the memory corruption, access control, configuration file,
and firmware vulnerabilities of industrial robots. Alemzadeh
et al. [13], Apa et al. [14], Chung et al. [21], and Dieber et al.
[22,23] manipulated robots to operate beyond the boundaries of
safety. Solutions have been developed based on physical models,
machine learning, such as support vector machine (SVM), and
other formal methods to detect these manipulations by analyzing
the robot’s movement data, such as joint angles, joint speeds,
and joint torques [13,17,24]. Researchers have achieved an average
detection accuracy of 90% [13], and attacks were detected when
the trajectory of the industrial robot deviated for 2 mm [17] or
when the operation of the industrial robot did not correspond to
that defined by its specifications [24]. However, existing vulnera-
bility analyses lack systematic guidance, such as the CIA triad dis-
cussed in this paper, making it difficult to design advanced attacks
against robots. Furthermore, most attack detectors assume the
authenticity of the collected movement data, which CORMAND2
bypasses.

(2) Security of industrial protocols. Most industrial protocols,
including Modbus, Distributed Network Protocol 3 (DNP3), and
EtherNet/IP, are not secure by design, making them vulnerable to
cyber attacks [25]. To detect attacks on these protocols, numerous
intrusion detection systems (IDSs) have been developed and can be
3

classified as protocol analysis-based or communication traffic-
based detectors [26]. Protocol analysis-based detectors specify
message formats and detect attacks based on predefined specifica-
tions [27,28], while communication traffic-based detectors use
data mining or statistical analysis algorithms to extract communi-
cation traffic patterns [29,30]. However, protocol analysis-based
detectors require a long time to parse data packets, and communi-
cation traffic-based detectors may generate false alarms.

(3) Concealing systemmanipulation via data deception. The risk
and the mitigation of attacks that manipulate the operation of
industrial control systems (ICS) through data deception have been
analyzed [31]. However, few such attacks have been mounted suc-
cessfully in practice:① Stuxnet modifies the rotating speed of cen-
trifuges and conceals the manipulation by replaying prerecorded
normal speed to SCADA [32]; ② Harvey injects malicious com-
mands into power systems while forging seemingly normal sensor
measurements to SCADA, deceiving the human operator into
thinking the power system is operating normally [33]. However,
it remains unclear whether similar attacks on industrial robots
are feasible.

(4) Sniffing, spoofing, and MITM attacks. Various penetration
testing tools can be used to sniff communication packets and
mount spoofing or MITM attacks on information technology (IT)/
ICS systems. Penetration tools designed specifically for sniffing
include Wireshark, p0f, TCPDump, and dSniff, but they are unable
to mount real-time spoofing and MITM attacks. Common spoofing
tools include arpspoof and dnsspoof, with the latter designed to
attack Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Mitmproxy and Burp
Suite are traditional MITM attack tools designed to intercept com-
munication between two victims by establishing new TCP connec-
tions. However, neither Mitmproxy nor Burp Suite can be used on
industrial robots because the TCP connection between the robot
and SCADA is maintained throughout system operation. Further-
more, Ettercap and NetfilterQueue are both integrated attack tools
that can sniff communication and mount spoofing and MITM
attacks. However, Ettercap is less customizable than Netfil-
terQueue, which can intercept, record, and modify communication
packets arbitrarily.
3. Preliminaries

In this section, the industrial robot testbed is introduced, along
with a background on EtherNet/IP, and the adversary model is
explained.
3.1. SIRP testbed

The Secure Industrial Robot Pick-and-Place (SIRP) testbed, as
shown in Fig. 2, is a scaled-down but fully operational prototype
that simulates the operation of the manufacturing systems shown
in Fig. 1. SIRP consists of two identical ABB IRB120 robots (robot-I
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and robot-II), a SCADA system, a development software, and other
auxiliary modules that support the typical assembly operation,
such as cameras.

� ABB IRB120 robots. Each robot has a six-joint mechanical arm
for picking and placing objects. The robots run Robotware
6.03.02.00 firmware and operate according to code uploaded by
the human operator. They are equipped with a user authorization
system (UAS) to prevent unauthorized operations. The robot com-
municates with other SIRP modules, for example, the SCADA sys-
tem, via EtherNet/IP.

� SCADA system. The SCADA system is deployed on a special-
ized host computer and consists of a GUI that displays robot move-
ments in real-time, allowing human operators to monitor their
operation and a programmable anomaly detector. The anomaly
detector was implemented according to Ref. [17], assumes the
authenticity of the SCADA-received movement data, and uses an
SVM to determine whether or not the robot movements deviate
from the planned path.

� Development software. The SIRP’s development software is
RobotStudio, an integrated development environment (IDE)
installed on a separate host computer. RobotStudio allows users
to log on and off the robot, upload and download operation code
to and from the robot, start and stop the robot, upload and down-
load UAS configuration files, which contain user names and pass-
words, to and from the robot, and simulate robot operation. Note
that the robot must be stopped before human operators can upload
or download operation code, during which the robot continues to
communicate with SCADA.

� Assembly operation. SIRP supports the typical four-step
cyclical assembly operation: ① two robots remain at home posi-
tion (Fig. 2(a)); ② each robot picks up an object from the conveyor
based on the object’s position measured by the camera (Fig. 2(b));
③ the two robots collaboratively assemble the two objects to a
cylindrical part with robot-I’s object above that of robot-II (Fig. 2
(c)); ④ robot-II places the assembled part in the warehouse
(Fig. 2(d)), and then both robots return to home position.
3.2. EtherNet/IP communication

As is common with industrial robots, SIRP uses EtherNet/IP to
build the communication between the robot, SCADA, and RobotS-
tudio (precesses 1 and 2 in Fig. 1).

(1) EtherNet/IP: Fig. 4 shows an EtherNet/IP communication
packet, encoded in HEX and ASCII, respectively, which consists of
four protocol data units (PDUs) corresponding to the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) four-layer protocol stack,
which includes an application layer PDU, TCP Segment, IP
Fig. 4. EtherNet/IP communication packet. (a) Encoded in HEX; (b) encoded in ASCII. seq
PDU.
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Datagram, and Ethernet Frame:① the robot’s movement data, user
name, password, and length of the application layer PDU (len)
compose the application layer PDU and are structured according
to the ABB’s proprietary protocol; ② the TCP Segment contains
integrity check fields that maintain the TCP connection, including
the sequence number (seq) that indexes the position of the appli-
cation layer PDU in the byte stream, the acknowledge number
(ack) which is the expected seq of the next packet, and the TCP
checksum calculated based on the TCP Segment using checksum
algorithm; ③ the IP Datagram contains integrity check fields such
as the length of IP Datagram and IP checksum calculated based on
the IP Datagram;④ the Ethernet Frame contains the media access
control (MAC) addresses of both the destination and source
devices, which are used to route packets to the destination devices.
Note that aside from the password, no encryption is used in the
application layer PDU.

(2) Communication between robot and SCADA: The robot
periodically reports its movement data to SCADA, as shown in
Fig. 5. For each report:

� A stationary robot sends two packets containing the move-
ment data to SCADA. SCADA replies to the robot with an empty
packet containing only TCP, IP, and Ethernet headers and no appli-
cation layer PDU, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

� A moving robot sends three packets to SCADA, including a
packet with movement data, an empty packet, and a packet with
the application layer PDU ‘‘TCPRobot”. SCADA then sends back two
packets to the robot, including an empty packet and a packet with
the application layer PDU ‘‘GET_ROB Type”, as shown in Fig. 5(b).

It is important to note that before the robot can periodically
report its movement data to SCADA, it must first establish a TCP
connection with SCADA through a three-way handshake process
using seq and ack in the TCP Segment. The TCP connection is main-
tained throughout the operation of the robot, and this prevents tra-
ditional proxy-based MITM tools from constructing new
connections. For clarity, a triple index system <i, j, k> is used to
label the communication packets exchanged between the robot
and SCADA, where i is the index of the packet sent from the robot
to SCADA, j is the index of the packet sent from SCADA to the robot,
and k indicates whether the packet is sent from the robot (k = 0) or
SCADA (k = 1). For example, the six packets shown in Fig. 6 are
indexed from <1, 0, 0> to <4, 2, 1>.

(3) Detecting packet modification/loss: The TCP connection
between the robot and SCADA is maintained using an integrity
check to detect packet modification and one to detect loss.

� The packet modification check checks if a packet is modified
during the communication process. This check verifies if the integ-
rity check fields, including len, TCP checksum, IP checksum and the
: sequence number; ack: acknowledge number; len: length of the application layer



Fig. 5. Communication between stationary and moving robots and the SCADA system. (a) Stationary robot and SCADA; (b) moving robot and SCADA.

Fig. 6. Triple indexing system for packets (<i, j, k>).
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length of the IP Datagram, match the corresponding data. Any
packet that fails this check is discarded, and a retransmission will
be triggered.

� The packet loss check uses a received packet to check whether
a previous packet was lost: a previous packet is lost if the reported
packet position in the byte stream (i.e., seq) does not match the
expected packet position (i.e., ack). For example, if the robot sends
packet <i, j, 0> and <i+ 1, j, 0> to SCADA in sequence, SCADA checks
if packet <i, j, 0> is lost using packet <i + 1, j, 0>. The robot calcu-
lates seq of packet <i + 1, j, 0> based on the previous packet <i, j, 0>
using

seq<iþ1;j;0> ¼ seq<i;j;0> þ len<i;j;0> ð1Þ
When SCADA receives the packet <i + 1, j, 0>, it checks for

packet loss by checking if the expected packet position in the byte
stream (i.e., ack<i;j;1>) matches the reported packet position (i.e.,
seq<iþ1;j;0>). If these positions match, the previous packet <i, j, 0>
was not lost, in which case SCADA will calculate ack<iþ1;j;1> using

ack<iþ1;j;1> ¼ ack<i;j;1> þ len<iþ1;j;0> ð2Þ
to prepare for the next packet loss check. If packet loss is detected, a
retransmission is triggered. Note that both the robot and SCADA
need to record the ack and seq sequences used in their communica-
tion to handle the potential packet loss and retransmission. This
process is explained further in Section 4.

3.3. Adversary model

Adversaries, such as business competitors, hostile countries, or
disgruntled employees, use a variety of methods to maliciously
operate victim robots without being detected. These methods
include:

� Penetrating into industrial network. Adversaries can access
the industrial network remotely through the Internet or using pro-
prietary remote access devices used by vendors for remote moni-
toring and maintenance, such as industrial routers. According to
Ref. [12], over 80 000 industrial routers and robots are exposed
to the Internet, and 5000 of them have no UAS. Adversaries, such
as disgruntled employees and malicious contractors or technicians,
may even physically access the industrial network, gaining full
access to the manufacturing system via Ethernet or other input
(I)/output (O) interfaces. These methods have been widely used
in industrial network security research [7,8,21,33–36] and have
5

also been observed in real-world incidents, such as the Black-
Energy attack on a power grid that infected and controlled host
computers in the industrial network using phishing emails [37],
and the physical Stuxnet attack on a nuclear plant using a universal
serial bus (USB) stick [32].

� Programming robot operation. Adversaries can implement
semantically correct malicious code to manipulate the robot’s
operation. They achieve this by simulating and debugging the
robot’s operation using development software, such as RobotStu-
dio for ABB robots, which can be downloaded from the vendor’s
website. Many OEMs provide publicly accessible simulation plat-
forms for their robots. The many details explained in this paper
were learned from these publicly accessible resources, which
adversaries may also do.
4. Vulnerability analysis

First, the vulnerabilities of robots were empirically analyzed
using the CIA triad, which was originally designed to analyze infor-
mation security in three dimensions:confidentiality, integrity, and
availability [38]. The CIA triad was used to analyze the cyber–phys-
ical security of industrial robots as follows:
� Confidentiality refers to the accessibility of the robot’s sensitive
data, including real-time movement data and user credentials,
without authorization;

� Integrity refers to the authenticity and accuracy of the robot’s
sensitive data;

� Availability refers to the reliability of the manufacturing service
provided by the robot, such as the assembly operation in an
SIRP system.
The CIA triad allows for easy and interpretable feasibility anal-

ysis of MITM attacks, unlike security models such as adversarial
tactics, techniques, and common knowledge (ATT&CK) [39]. MITM
attacks can be mounted when industrial robots have vulnerabili-
ties in confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Over three million communication packets sent and received
between seven robots from six different OEMs (ABB, KUKA, UR,
COMAU, NACHI, and UFACTORY) for different functions, such as
robot movement data and log-on reports, were collected and ana-
lyzed. The following observations were made in the vulnerability
analysis:

Observation 1: Industrial robots are vulnerable in all three
dimensions of the CIA triad due to their limited computing
resources. For instance, the ABB IRB 120 robot has only about
40 GB of storage, 1 GB of memory, and a central processing unit
(CPU) frequency of less than 1 GHz. As a result, industrial networks
often lack the security mechanisms commonly deployed on per-
sonal computers, servers, and other information systems, such as
strong encryption and data hashing.

Observation 2: To the best of our knowledge, most reported
attacks on industrial robots exploit one or more of these vulnera-
bilities. These attacks are summarized in Table 1 [6,12–14,19–
23,40,41].



Table 1
Reported attacks to industrial robots that exploit one or more of the CIA triad vulnerabilities.

Attacks Confidentiality Integrity Availability Communication protocols Collaborative attack Deceiving SCADA

[6] U U EtherNet/IP — —
[12,19] U U U EtnerNet/IP — U

[13] U Interoperable Teleoperation protocol — —
[14] U U U EtherNet/IP U —
[21] U U — Interoperable Teleoperation protocol — U

[40] — — U Physical access — —
[41] — — U Interoperable Teleoperation protocol — —
[22,23] U U U ROS — —
[20] U U — EtherNet/IP — —
CORMAND2 U U U EtherNet/IP U U

ROS: robot operating system.
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Observation 3: The three-dimensional vulnerabilities are inter-
related. Compromised confidentiality undermines integrity and
availability, and weakened integrity enables the concealment of
impaired availability, as shown in Fig. 7.

These vulnerabilities were explored using ABB robots.
4.1. Vulnerable confidentiality

Industrial robots have low confidentiality because their move-
ment data and user credentials can be easily accessed without
proper authorization.

� Cleartext movement data. The robot reports its movement
data to SCADA in cleartext, making it accessible to adversaries
who have gained access to the industrial network. Fig. 8 shows a
packet containing the movement data of the robot’s six joints sent
from the ABB robot to SCADA. The movement data forms a 6 � 3
array, with rows representing the joints (joints 1–6) and columns
representing the timestamps (in milliseconds), joint index (18–23
denotes joints 1–6), and the corresponding joint angles (in radi-
ans), respectively. A positive joint angle occupies eight bytes, while
a negative joint angle occupies nine bytes of the application layer
PDU, as negative angles require an additional byte for the negative
sign. The cleartext nature of this movement data not only allows an
adversary to compromise the robot’s confidentiality but also facil-
itates the parsing of intercepted packets to identify, record, or
modify the movement data, thus compromising the robot’s
integrity.

� Weakly-protected user credentials. To operate the robot, a
legitimate user must input their credentials into RobotStudio,
which sends the credentials to the robot via the industrial network
for authorization. User credentials can be accessed by adversaries
through several means. Firstly, many robots have default user
accounts with publicly known user names and passwords that can-
not be changed. In addition, when user credentials are sent from
RobotStudio to the robot, the user name is in cleartext, and the
password is weakly encrypted, which makes it easy for adversaries
to intercept the communication between the robot and RobotStu-
Fig. 7. Vulnerability of industrial robots identified following theCIA triad. SDK:
Software Development Kit.
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dio and obtain user credentials. Fig. 9 shows an example user cre-
dential in the communication packet sent from the RobotStudio to
the ABB robot: the user name is ‘‘000000” in cleartext, and the orig-
inal password ‘‘111111” is encrypted as ‘‘06;234234”. Lastly, the
robot stores user names and passwords of all legitimate accounts
in a weakly encrypted file, which can be obtained by an adversary
using the file transfer function of RobotStudio without any autho-
rization. Fig. 10 shows the ‘‘uas users.xml” file of ABB IRB120,
which is encrypted with exclusive OR (XOR) [12] and contains a
decryption key, user name ‘‘123456”, and password ‘‘654321”.
These weakly protected user credentials make it easy for an adver-
sary to log on to the robot andmaliciously manipulate its operation
without proper authorization.

4.2. Vulnerable integrity

Vulnerable confidentiality, or the cleartext transmission of
movement data, allows adversaries to modify the movement data
that the robot reports to SCADA. To avoid detection during integ-
rity checks, they must also modify the integrity check fields. Most
commodity robots use EtherNet/IP communication, which makes
their calculation of the integrity checks standard and publicly
known. As a result, adversaries can easily forge the integrity check
fields by modifying the cleartext movement data and forging the
integrity check fields to bypass ① the packet modification check
by re-calculating len, TCP checksum, IP checksum, and the length
of IP Datagram, and ② the packet loss check by modifying seq.

4.3. Vulnerable availability

Once an adversary has obtained the user credentials and com-
promised a robot’s confidentiality, they can log on to the robot
and upload and inject malicious code to manipulate its operation
using publicly accessible development software or Software Devel-
opment Kit (SDK), such as RobotStudio or PC SDK for ABB robots.
This compromises the robot’s availability and leads to conse-
quences such as degraded manufacturing efficiency, reduced pro-
duct quality, and even damaged devices. Adversaries can further
compromise availability and integrity by modifying the movement
data of the robot and the associated integrity checks to prevent
SCADA from detecting the manipulated robot operation.

5. Design of CORMAND2

CORMAND2, designed based on the observation 3 made, con-
ceals manipulation of the robot via data deception by exploiting
compromised confidentiality to compromise integrity and avail-
ability. As shown in Fig. 11, CORMAND2 consists of a preparation
phase that first compromises the confidentiality and an attacking
phase that manipulates robot operation and compromises the
availability while concealing the manipulation by modifying the



Fig. 8. Cleartext movement data sent to SCADA.

Fig. 9. A packet sent from RobotStudio to the robot containing cleartext and weakly encrypted user credentials.

Fig. 10. A weakly encrypted user account file accessible by adversaries without proper authorization.
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robot’s movement data through compromising the integrity. This
coordinated deception attack distinguishes CORMAND2 from the
existing attacks listed in Table 1, and it is particularly effective at
evading anomaly detection systems that detect robot manipulation
using the movement data received by SCADA [16,17] and assume
that the SCADA-received movement data truly reflects the robot’s
movement, in other words, that the data is authentic.
7

5.1. Phase-I: Attack preparation

CORMAND2 prepares for the attack by intercepting the commu-
nication packets between the robot and SCADA to identify and
record a full cycle of the robot’s normal movement. This informa-
tion is then replayed in the attack phase to deceive SCADA into
believing that the robot is operating normally.



Fig. 11. Overview of CORMAND2.
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(1) Intercepting communication: CORMAND2 intercepts the
communication between the robot and SCADA by using ① arp-
spoof to mislead both the robot and SCADA into sending packets
to CORMAND2, and ② NetfilterQueue to parse and then modify
the intercepted packets. Note that standard proxy-based MITM
tools that are widely mounted on http(s), such as Mitmproxy and
Burp Suite, cannot be used for the interception because they
require establishing new TCP connections between CORMAND2
and the robot and SCADA, which is not possible since the TCP con-
nection between the robot and SCADA is consistently maintained.

(2) Selecting robot-to-SCADA packets: CORMAND2 intercepts
all packets exchanged between the robot and SCADA, but only
the packets sent from the robot to SCADA contain movement data.
Therefore, packet selection is required. CORMAND2 identifies the
robot-to-SCADA packets by examining the port number in the
TCP Segment. The robot’s fixed port number is 5515, while that
of SCADA can vary, but it is always greater than 40 000.

(3) Extracting movement data: CORMAND2 needs to identify
and extract movement data of the robot’s six joint angles from
the selected robot-to-SCADA packet. The analysis shows that these
angles can vary within a packet depending on whether they are
positive or negative. The angle data of Joint-1 (0.082931) and
Joint-2 (�0.042819) in the packet in Fig. 8 are located at the 56th
and 76th bytes in the application layer PDU, respectively. When
the angle of Joint-1 changes from ‘‘0.082931” (occupying eight
bytes) to ‘‘�0.082931” (occupying nine bytes) in another packet,
the location of Joint-2’s angle data changes to the 77th byte. To
mitigate these dynamics, CORMAND2 first uses ‘‘[” in the applica-
tion layer PDU as a reference point to locate the joint angle data. ‘‘[”
is of a fixed length of 11 bytes, appears only in the movement data,
and each appearance corresponds to one joint angle. CORMAND2
then extracts and records movement data according to the length
of the joint angle, which is either eight or nine bytes, depending
on whether it is positive or negative. It is worth noting that a single
packet may contain multiple movement data, and CORMAND2
must extract and record all of them by identifying all the ‘‘[”s,
which is always 6 times the number of each data.

(4) Identifying full-cycle movement: CORMAND2 identifies
the full-cycle movement of the robot by analyzing the autocorrela-
tion of recorded movement data X ¼ Xt1 ;Xt2 ; :::;Xtq

� �
, where Xti

(i = 1, 2, ...) is a vector containing the robot’s six joint angles at time
ti and Xtq is the most recently extracted and recorded movement
data from a robot-to-SCADA packet. After each addition of Xtq into
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X, CORMAND2 calculates the m-lag autocorrelation of joint-10s
angle series in X (m2 {1, 2, . . ., q}, where q is the subscript of the
most recent time). When three peaks with magnitudes close to
{1, 0.66, 0.33} are identified in the autocorrelation series, COR-
MAND2 calculates the length of a full-cycle movement as
l ¼ m2 �m1j j þ m3 �m2j jð Þ=2, where {m1, m2, m3} are the lags at
which the three peaks are observed. In addition, CORMAND2 needs
at least three cycles of robot operation data to identify the full-
cycle movement of the robot. CORMAND2 then treats

X q� lþ 1ð Þ : q½ � ¼ Xtq�lþ1
;Xtq�lþ2

; :::;Xtq

n o
as a full-cycle movement

data and replays it in the attack phase. Here, robot movement is
assumed not to contain sub-cycles, which is based on both experi-
ence and discussions with experts from automotive industries.
5.2. Phase-II: Mounting the attack

With the necessary preparations in place, CORMAND2 mounts
the attack on the robot operation while concealing the manipula-
tion from being detected by modifying the robot’s movement data
to deceive SCADA into thinking that the robot is operating nor-
mally. CORMAND2 manipulates the robot operation by briefly
stopping the robot, uploading malicious operation code to the
robot, and restarting the manipulated operation. To avoid being
detected, the robot manipulation must be initiated only after the
data deception has been successfully launched, which is ensured
by introducing a 1 s delay between the launch of the data decep-
tion and the start of the robot manipulation.

To successfully launch the data deception, CORMAND2 must ①
carefully modify the movement data to appear like normal opera-
tion to SCADA, ② modify the related packet integrity check fields
(len and seq) accordingly to make the TCP packet appear valid,
and ③ apply special treatment to handle potential packet loss
and retransmission so that SCADA observes a normal TCP connec-
tion. Fig. 12 provides an overview of how CORMAND2 addresses
these challenges, which are discussed in detail in the following
sub-sections.
5.2.1. Modifying movement data
Similar to the attack preparation phase, CORMAND2 continues

to intercept communication in the attack phase to identify robot-
to-SCADA packets and locate reported movement data. However,
the authentic movement data reflects the manipulated robot



Fig. 12. Flowchart of CORMAND2. len0: length of the application layer PDU after the modification of CORMAND2, ack\prime\prime : acknowledge number forged by
CORMAND2, ack0: acknowledge number after the modification of CORMAND2, ack̂: acknowledge number expected by CORMAND2.
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operation, and in order to deceive SCADA into believing that the
robot is operating normally, CORMAND2 replays the robot’s
normal movement data. If CORMAND2 completes the preparation
after extracting the movement data Xtq and identifying the robot’s

full cycle movement Xtq�lþ1
;Xtq�lþ2

; :::;Xtq

n o
, for the movement data

Xtz extracted later in the attack phase (where z > q), CORMAND2
replaces Xtz with Xtz0 where z0 ¼ q� lþ 1þmod z� q� 1; lð Þ. Note
that CORMAND2 must repeatedly replay the full cycle of the
robot’s movement to avoid detection by SCADA, as shown in
Fig. 13 when only half of the movement cycle is replayed.
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5.2.2. Modifyingintegrity check fields
In addition to modifying movement data in a packet, COR-

MAND2 must also modify the integrity check fields to ensure the
TCP packet is deemed valid.

(1) Modifying packet modification check fields. Modified
movement data causes packet modification check field mismatch
in len, TCP checksum, IP checksum, and the length of IP Datagram.
For example, len in Fig. 8 changes from 169 to 170 when COR-
MAND2 replaces the angle of Joint-1 from ‘‘0.082931” (eight bytes)
to ‘‘�0.082931” (nine bytes), thus failing the packet modification
check and making the attack detectable. To fix this, CORMAND2



Fig. 13. Robot movement data received and displayed by SCADA (upper figures), and concomitant anomaly detection (lower figures). (a) Replaying a half movement cycle; (b)
replaying a full movement cycle.
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modifies the packet modification check fields by updating: ① len
by counting the length of the application layer PDU, ② TCP and
IP checksums using scapy, and ③ the length of the IP datagram
by counting its actual length.

(2) Modifying packet loss check fields. The modified len helps
CORMAND2 pass the packet modification check, but in turn causes
SCADA to update ack differently, leading to a mismatch between
the next seq sent from the robot and the ack stored on SCADA. If
CORMAND2 modifies len<i, j, 0> in the original packet to len0

<i;j;0>,
after receiving the modified packet, SCADA finds that
ack<i�1;j;1> ¼ seq<i;j;0> and then calculates the expected seq in the

next robot-to-SCADA packet as ack0
<i;j;1> ¼ ack<i�1;j;1> þ len0

<i;j;0>.
Since the robot is unaware of the attack, it will calculate
seq<iþ1;j;0> as seq<i;j;0> þ len<i;j;0> as usual, and then send packet
<i + 1,j, 0> to SCADA. SCADA will then find that
ack0

<i;j;1>–seq<iþ1;j;0>, which fails the packet loss check.
To bypass this, CORMAND2 must modify seq of the intercepted

robot-to-SCADA packet by replacing seq with Seq0 to compensate
for the difference between the seq and SCADA-stored ack0 using
an offset, which is the cumulative deviation between len and len0

since mounting the attack. Fig. 14 shows the modification of packet
<i, j, 0>, where CORMAND2 replaces {len<i;j;0>, seq<i;j;0>} with

{len0
<i;j;0>, seq

0
<i;j;0>}, where len0

<i;j;0> is the modified len<i;j;0> after
changing the movement data and seq0

<i;j;0> ¼ seq<i;j;0>þ
offset<i�1>. CORMAND2 updates

offset<i> ¼ offset<i�1> þ len0
<i;j;0> � len<i;j;0> ð3Þ
Fig. 14. Packet loss check fields modification: CORMAND2 mo
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If no packet is lost, or

offset<i> ¼ offset<i�1> ð4Þ
If packet <i � 1, j, 0> is lost.
CORMAND2 then uses offset<i> to modify the seq of the next

packet sent from the robot to SCADA. Note that offset<0> ¼ 0.
5.2.3. Handling packet loss and retransmission
When a packet is lost during transmission, TCP uses retransmis-

sion to maintain reliable communication. Fig. 15 shows an exam-
ple where the robot sends a packet <i, j, 0> with seq<i;j;0> in the
absence of CORMAND2 to SCADA, but the packet is lost.

(1) The robot, unaware of the packet loss, sends a second packet
<i + 1, j, 0> with seq<iþ1;j;0> to SCADA.

(2) Upon receiving packet <i + 1, j, 0>, SCADA notices that
seq<iþ1;j;0> does not match ack<i�1;j;1>, which is calculated and
stored by SCADA after receiving the packet before the loss of
packet <i, j, 0>, and discards the packet.

(3) SCADA informs the robot that packet <i, j, 0> is lost by send-
ing n(n � 3) packets indexed from <i + 1, j+ 1, 1> to <i + n, j + n, 1>,
whose acks are equal to ack<i�1;j;1> (the expected seq<i;j;0>), as
shown in Fig. 15. Note that during the process, the robot and
SCADA send packets alternatively, which is different from normal
communication. SCADA also discards all packets received from
the robot during this process.

(4) After receiving n packets with acks matching
ack<i�1;j;1> ¼ seq<i;j;0>, the robot determines that the packet
difies the seq in the packet sent from the robot to SCADA.



Fig. 15. Packet loss and retransmission.
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<i, j, 0> has been lost and retransmits the lost or discarded move-
ment data using packet <i + n + 1, j + n, 0>, with
seq<iþnþ1;jþn;0> ¼ seq<i;j;0>. If the robot does not find any stored
seq that matches ack<i�1;j;1>, the robot will continue to send pack-
ets with the calculated seqs rather than triggering packet
retransmission.

The robot concludes the packet loss and triggers the packet
retransmission when receiving n packets with identical acks that
match the specific seq stored in the robot. However, this approach
does not apply in a CORMAND2 attack, as SCADA will send npack-
ets with ack0s that may not match existing robot-stored seqs. As
shown in Fig. 15, when CORMAND2 has been mounted and the
robot-to-SCADA packet <i, j, 0> with seq<i;j;0> is lost, the robot
sends a second packet <i + 1, j, 0> to SCADA, whose seq<iþ1;j;0> is
replaced with seq0 by CORMAND2. When SCADA receives the mod-
ified packet <i + 1, j, 0> and detects the mismatch of seq0 with ack0,
it will send n packets with ack0s equal to ack0

<i�1;j;1> to inform the
robot of the packet loss. However, the robot may fail to find a
stored seq that matches ack0, where:

ack0
<i�1;j;1> ¼ seq0

<i;j;0> ¼ seq<i;j;0> þ offset<i�1> ð5Þ
As a result, the robot will continue to calculate seqs and send

packets to SCADA without triggering packet retransmission, while
SCADA will keep discarding the packets received from the robot.
This disrupts the communication between the robot and SCADA,
and CORMAND2 will be detected.

Eq. (5) demonstrates that every time CORMAND2 intercepts a
SCADA-to-robot packet, CORMAND2 can replace ack0

< i�1,j, 1> with

ack00
<i�1;j;1> ¼ ack0

<i�1;j;1> ¼ ack0
<i�1;j;1> � offset<i�1> ð6Þ

to make it match the robot-stored seq<i;j;0>, thus triggering the
packet retransmission correctly. However, before implementing
this, CORMAND2 must first determine if a packet loss has occurred,
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otherwise it would not be able to calculate the offset and fail to
modify the ack0s in the SCADA-to-robot packets correctly. During
packet loss and retransmission, as shown in Fig. 15, CORMAND2
modifies each ack0 sent from SCADA to the robot, and the robot-
to-CORMAND2 packet <i, j, 0> with seq<i;j;0> is lost. When the robot
sends a second packet <i + 1, j, 0> to SCADA, SCADA detects the
packet loss and sends the packet <i + 1, j + 1, 1> with
ack0

<iþ1;jþ1;1> ¼ ack0
<i�1;j;1> to inform the robot of the lost packet.

However, since CORMAND2 fails to detect the packet loss, COR-
MAND2 will use the incorrect offset<iþ1>, which should be
offset<i�1>, to calculate ack00

<iþ1;jþ1;1> according to Eq. (6) as follows:

ack00
<iþ1;jþ1;1> ¼ ack0

<iþ1;jþ1;1> � offset<iþ1>

¼ ack0
<i�1;j;1> � offset<iþ1> ð7Þ

As a result, the calculated ack00
<iþ1;jþ1;1> may not exist in the

robot-stored seqs and CORMAND2 can be detected.

To correctly calculate ack0 0, CORMAND2 introduces dack, which
acts like the ack in SCADA and is used to detect packet loss each
time CORMAND2 intercepts a packet. CORMAND2 calculates
dack<i> as:

dack<i> ¼ seq<i;j;0> þ len<i;j;0> ð8Þ

CORMAND2 uses dack<i> as to determine the following:
(1) The communication between robot and SCADA is normal if

dack<i> ¼ seq<iþ1;j;0> and ack00
<iþ1;jþ1;1> � seq<iþ1;j;0>, as shown in

Fig. 16(a). CORMAND2 then calculates dack<i> ¼ seq<iþ1;j;0>þ
len<i;j;0> and offset<i> ¼ offset<i�1> þ len0<i;j;0> � len<i;j;0> when
intercepting the robot-to-SCADA packets, while replacing
ack0

<iþ1;jþ1;1> with ack00
<iþ1;jþ1;1> ¼ ack0

<iþ1;jþ1;1> � offset<iþ1> for
SCADA-to-robot packets;



Fig. 16. Normal and abnormal communication between the robot and SCADA. (a) No packet loss; (b) a robot-to- CORMAND2 packet is loss; (c) a CORMAND2-to- SCADA
packet is lost.
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(2) Packet <i, j, 0> sent from the robot to CORMAND2 is lost if
dack<i> < seq<iþ1;j;0>, as shown in Fig. 16(b). Note that CORMAND2

keeps the value of ack
^

(i.e., dack<i> ¼ dack<i�1>) and offset (i.e.,
offset<i> ¼ offset<i�1>) until it detects a triggered retransmission

(i.e., dack<iþn> ¼ seq<iþnþ1;jþn;0>);
(3) Packet <i, j, 0> sent from CORMAND2 to SCADA is lost if

dack<i> ¼ seq<iþ1;j;0> and ack00
<iþ1;jþ1;1> < seq<iþ1;j;0>, as show in

Fig. 16(c). In this case, CORMAND2 traces back offset and dack for
the lost or discarded packets by calculating

offset<iþ1> ¼ offset<i�1> and dack<iþ1> ¼ dack<i�1>. ack0
<iþ1;jþ1;1> is

then replaced with ack00
<iþ1;jþ1;1> ¼ ack0<iþ1;jþ1;1> � offset<iþ1>. Note

that CORMAND2 will also keep the values of dack and offset until
a retransmission is triggered.
6. Implementation and Evaluation

CORMAND2 was implemented and evaluated on the SIRP, as
well as on five other robots from KUKA, UR, COMAU, NACHI, and
UFACTORY. A demo video for CORMAND2 was created [42].
6.1. Implementation

Similar to Black-Energy [37] and Stuxnet [32], CORMAND2 was
implemented as malware that can be distributed remotely or using
malicious USB sticks. CORMAND2 can be shelled to bypass any
anti-virus software. The CORMAND2malware consists of two com-
ponents: a process with over 300 lines of C# code used to upload
the malicious operation code to the robot and another process with
over 600 lines of Python code to cover the malicious robot opera-
tion through data deception. The two processes communicate
through sockets.
6.2. Bypassing existing anomaly detectors

CORMAND20s ability to bypass previously proposed anomaly
detectors [17] was evaluated. These detectors assume the authen-
ticity of the SCADA-receivedmovement data and use SVM to detect
potential anomalies. The joint angle and angular velocity, calcu-
lated using the joint angle reported to SCADA, were used as the fea-
ture vector [17], and the radial basis function (RBF) was used as the
kernel.
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Two metrics were used to evaluate the attack detection: the
detection rate, which is the ratio of movement data samples that
are determined to be abnormal when the robot operation is manip-
ulated, and the false alarm rate, which is the ratio of movement
data samples that are determined to be abnormal when the robot
operation is normal. If both the detection and false alarm rate differ
significantly, the anomaly detector is considered to detect manip-
ulation effectively. However, if the rates are similar, the anomaly
detector cannot effectively detect the manipulation. To measure
the detection rate, CORMAND2 was mounted to the robot, which
was made to operate abnormally for 100 operation cycles. The false
alarm rate was measured by operating the robot normally for
another 100 cycles. The detector achieved a detection rate of
2.4% and a false alarm rate of 2.7% [17], which are similar enough
for the attack to be indistinguishable from normal operation, thus
allowing CORMAND2 to bypass the anomaly detector. Note that
besides SVM-based detectors, CORMAND2 can bypass all other
detectors that assume the authenticity of received robot move-
ment data [24].
6.3. Communication overheads

CORMAND2 was also evaluated for any overhead it may cause
in the communication between the robot and SCADA, since
attempts to detect CORMAND2 can be made by analyzing commu-
nication statistics. This evaluation was done using over three mil-
lion packets that were intercepted, modified, and then forwarded
by CORMAND2.

(1) Communication latency: When a packet is modified by
CORMAND2, the communication latency between the robot and
SCADA is increased. This increased communication latency was
measured by subtracting the average normal robot-SCADA com-
munication latency from the latency after CORMAND2 was
deployed. The results showed that CORMAND2 added an average
of only 1.7 ms (with a standard deviation of 0.5 ms) to modify an
intercepted packet (Fig. 17).

(2) Increased packets: CORMAND2 mounts the MITM attack by
sending Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) packets to both the
robot and SCADA, which increases the number of packets transmit-
ted in the manufacturing network. To quantify this overhead, the
number of packets transmitted per minute between the robot
and SCADA were counted, with and without mounting COR-
MAND2. As shown in Fig. 18, when the robot was stationary, there
was an average of 3775 packets without CORMAND2 and 3818
packets with CORMAND2 transmitted in one minute, with a stan-



Fig. 17. Increased communication latency caused by CORMAND2.
Fig. 19. Relationship between the operation speed and acceleration and the time to
complete an operation cycle.
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dard deviation of 36 packets with CORMAND2 and 42 packets
without CORMAND2. However, when the robot was moving, there
was an average of 15 947 packets without CORMAND2 and 16 015
packets with CORMAND2 transmitted in one minute, with a stan-
dard deviation of 260 packets with CORMAND2 and 400 packets
without CORMAND2. This indicates that CORMAND2 incurs a neg-
ligible overhead of 0.42%–1.10% in increased packets in the manu-
facturing network.

(3) Packet loss and retransmission: Packet loss in the manu-
facturing network is a risk of mounting CORMAND2. Of the more
than three million packets transmitted, only 221 of them are
retransmitted packets. This indicates that CORMAND2 causes a
worse-case packet loss rate of 0.0073%, assuming that no packets
are lost when the robots are operating normally.
6.4. Degrading manufacturing

CORMAND20s potential to degrade the manufacturing process
was tested to demonstrate the impacts of a robot’s vulnerable
CIA triad.

(1) Degrading production efficiency: An adversary can poten-
tially degrade production efficiency by mounting CORMAND2. This
prolongs the time to complete an operation cycle by manipulating
the robot’s operation speed and acceleration. In this study, the
robot’s operation speed and acceleration were increased in 10%
increments of the normal speed and acceleration. According to
Fig. 19, decreasing the operation speed and acceleration reduced
production efficiency. In addition, the non-linear relationship
between the operation speed and acceleration and the production
Fig. 18. Packet number distribution per minute. (a
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efficiency was due to the time that the robot had to wait for the
object positions to be measured by the camera.

(2) Causing physical damages: Adversaries can use COR-
MAND2 to cause damage to manufacturing facilities, products,
and human operators. This includes disrupting operations in man-
ufacturing workshops, such as using products to block cameras and
preventing the robot from picking up objects (Fig. 20(a)). Such an
attack has been previously captured on video [42]. CORMAND2
can also be used to degrade the quality of the product, for example,
by manipulating robot-II to place the object above robot-I’s object
in a wrong position, resulting in a faulty final product (Fig. 20(b),
which has also been captured on video [42]. Additionally, COR-
MAND2 can pose threats to human operators, as demonstrated
by a reported incident in which a maintenance technician was
killed by an assembly part in an automotive manufacturing facility
[8]. Other similar accidents have also been reported [43,44].
6.5. Deploying to other robots

Aside from ABB IRB robots, CORMAND2 can be mounted on any
industrial robot with the vulnerabilities discussed in Section 3. This
has been confirmed through the experiments with robots from
KUKA, UR, COMAU, NACHI, and UFACTORY. These robots were cho-
sen to represent a diverse range of robots from different manufac-
turers. ABB and KUKA are two of the top four robot OEMs (ABB,
KUKA, YASKAWA, and FANUC), which together make up over 55%
of the global market [15]. UR is the top one collaborative robot
OEM, which makes up over 40% of the global collaborative robot
market [45]. ABB, KUKA, UR, COMAU, NACHI, and UFACTORY
) Without CORMAND2; (b) with CORMAND2.



Fig. 20. Disruption in manufacturing facilities and damage to products caused by CORMAND2. (a) Blocking the camera; (b) causing incorrect assembly.
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robots were carefully chosen from OEMs based in Switzerland,
Germany, Denmark, Italy, Japan, and China, respectively. As listed
in Table 2, the anomaly detector previously discussed [17] achieves
an average detection rate of 0.40% and a false alarm rate of 0.45%.
The closeness of these two rates demonstrates the effectiveness of
CORMAND2 in evading detection. In addition, CORMAND2 takes an
average of 1.6 ms (with a standard deviation of 0.75 ms) to modify
a packet, increases the communication packets in the manufactur-
ing network by an average of 3.2%, and causes a worst-case packet
loss of 0.025%. Note that the attack code differs depending on the
robot; therefore, CORMAND2 must identify the vendor when inter-
cepting the communication between the robot and SCADA (attack
preparation) and then mount the attack based on the identified
robot. Moreover, CORMAND2 can be mounted on mobile robots,
such as unmanned aerial vehicles, and communication protocols,
such as EtherCAT and Fieldbus, that suffer from the vulnerabilities
in the CIA triad [46,47], which will be evaluated in future work.

6.6. Accessibility of industrial robots

Building an SIRP or purchasing various types of robots for the
purpose of analyzing the vulnerabilities of industrial robots and
mounting attacks can be expensive, making it difficult for research-
ers to conduct such studies. To mitigate this issue, a dataset con-
taining over three million communication packets collected from
the SIRP and five other robots has been provided to facilitate the
exploration of robot security. In addition to the dataset provided,
researchers can also access the SIRP and other robots through sim-
ulation platforms offered by the robot OEMs. For example, ABB
robots and auxiliary devices can be simulated using RobotStudio,
which allows researchers to build a simulated SIRP.
7. Defending against CORMAND2

CORMAND2 exploits the three vulnerabilities summarized in
Fig. 7 to mount a coordinated deception attack. These vulnerabili-
Table 2
Evaluation of CORMAND2 mounted on robots from different OEMs.

Robots Model Country Cost (robot only) Failing anomal

Detection
rate (%)

ABB IRB 120 Switzerland �20 000 USD 2.4
KUKA KR6 R700 Germany �20 000 USD 0
UR UR5 Denmark �35 000 USD 0
COMAU NJ 60 Italy �40 000 USD 0
NACHI MZ04 Japan �20 000 USD 0
UFACTORY xArm 6 China �10 000 USD 0
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ties can be addressed to protect robots against CORMAND2. Side-
channel anomaly detection systems can be implemented to detect
data deception.
7.1. Attack mitigation

To mitigate CORMAND2 attacks, the vulnerabilities in the CIA
triad should be addressed.

� Confidentiality can be protected by applying advanced
encryption algorithms, such as Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) and RSA, to encrypt the robot’s sensitive data, including
operation code, movement data, and user credentials.

� Integrity can be protected by binding theMAC and IP
addresses of devices using a static Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) cache when designing or deploying the manufacturing net-
work to prevent sniffing. Advanced message digest algorithms,
such as message-digest algorithm5 (MD5) and SHA256, can also
be applied to prevent packet modification.

� Availability can be protected by disabling remote code
updates and execution, allowing updates only through teach pen-
dants, a pad-like hand-held device equipped on most industrial
robots.

However, implementing these mitigations in manufacturing
systems is not straightforward. Advanced encryption and message
digest algorithms are not be feasible due to the lack of security
awareness of robot vendors and the limited computation resources
of industrial robots. For instance, the ABB IRB 120 robot has only
about 40 GB storage, 1 GB memory, and <1 GHz CPU frequency.
In addition, to the best of our knowledge, no commodity industrial
robot supports the static ARP cache configuration. Disabling
remote code updates and execution reduces the efficiency of man-
ufacturing systems, which goes against the Industrial Internet-of-
Things (IIoT) trend. Furthermore, patching vulnerabilities in manu-
facturing systems requires downtime or may even introduce
regressions or bugs [7,29], making it challenging to deploy timely
attack mitigation solutions.
y detectors Communication overheads

False alarm
rate (%)

Communication latency/
standard deviation (ms)

Increased packet
rate (%)

Packet loss
rate (%)

2.70 1.7/0.5 0.42–1.10 0.0073
0.02 1.8/0.9 0.38 0.0170
0.01 1.5/0.9 2.30 0.0140
0 2.0/0.6 8.30 0
0 1.6/0.9 2.60 0.0780
0 1.1/0.7 4.70 0.0310
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7.2. Attack detection

CORMAND2 unveils the risks of building anomaly detection sys-
tems that assume that SCADA-received movement data is authen-
tic, as the movement data can be accessed and modified by
adversaries via the industrial network. This is the incentive for
detecting CORMAND20s data deception, which can be accom-
plished by cross-validating the SCADA-received movement data
using side-channel information isolated from the industrial net-
work and thus difficult for adversaries to access. This side-
channel information should be non-invasive for ease of deploy-
ment and have a strong dependency on the robot’s movement. It
was found that the power consumption of the robot is a promising
source of side-channel information that meets these criteria.

The relationship between the robot’s movement data and
power consumption was further analyzed. It was found that the
power consumption of a robot with y joints can be expressed as:
P ¼
X
i;j¼1

Dij � _hi � _hj þ
X
i¼1

Hi � _hi � €h i þ
X
i;j;k¼1

Dijk � _hi � _hj � _hk þ
X
i¼1

Di � _hi

ð9Þ
where hi, _hi; and _hi are the angle, angular velocity, and angular accel-
eration of joint i, respectively; Di, Dij, Dijk; and Hi are coefficients of
gravity, angular acceleration-inertia, centrifugal force, and coeffi-
cient of actuator inertia, respectively.

The dependency between the robot’s movement data and
power consumption were empirically evaluated based on the
robot’s kinetic model [48]. Fig. 21(a) and (b) show the power con-
sumption when performing the same typical assembly operation
twice and when performing two different operations, such as
assembly with the operation blocking the camera. The power con-
Fig. 21. Detecting CORMAND2 by fingerprinting the robot operation using its power cons
different operations.

Fig. 22. Prototype detector that collects and reports real-time ro

15
sumption varies with operations but is similar for the same
operation.

The results demonstrate the possibility of using power con-
sumption to fingerprint robot movements, which was further val-
idated by establishing the machine learning model and estimating
the power consumption of a robot based on the angles of its six
joints (Fig. 21(a)). By comparing the expected power consumption
of the robot’s movements with empirically collected data, the
movements received by SCADA can be fingerprinted, and potential
CORMAND2 attacks can be identified through any mismatch
between the two.

A prototype detector that monitors the real-time power con-
sumption of the robots was implemented in the SIRP (Fig. 22). This
detector can be deployed on devices that are not accessible to
adversaries, such as routers, edge devices, SCADA systems and
embedded devices that are not connected to the manufacturing
network.

One of the key challenges of using this data-driven approach to
detect attacks on industrial robots is the potential for false alarms.
However, this can be mitigated by using a cyber–physical approach
that combines data analysis with physical and mechanical model-
ing to improve the accuracy of the estimates. More specifically, fea-
ture vectors can be extracted based on the established power
consumption model of the industrial robot to improve the estima-
tion accuracy. Because the detector is deployed on secure devices,
the power consumption model cannot be manipulated by adver-
saries. Parameters were empirically selected based on reported
robot movement and power consumption data. For example, it
was found that reducing feature dimensions through principal
components analysis (PCA) increases estimation error. Moreover,
considering the balance between the estimation error and model
complexity, 15 was chosen as the neuron number for the artifical
neural network (ANN) machine learning model.
umption. (a) Power consumption for the same operation; (b) power consumption for

bot power consumption to SCADA J1–J6: the angles of J1–J6.
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The power side-channel-based detector is effective at detecting
CORMAND2, with an average detection rate of 96.5% and latency of
0.1 s. It is also sensitive enough to detect deviations in velocity of
5 mm�s�1 and acceleration of 200 m�s�2, with an average detection
rate of over 93%.

In addition to using power consumption to cross-validate
reported robot movement data through machine learning, the
anomaly detection system can be further expanded in two ways.
First, anomalies can be detected by cross-validating other data that
is affected by CORMAND2, such as operation codes and communi-
cation overheads. Anomaly detection systems can use an electro-
magnetic sensor to trace the robot’s operation code and check for
any modifications [34], or use network sniffer sensors, such as
the DNP3 sniffer, to record and monitor communication statistics
for abnormalities [49]. As with the power-based anomaly detection
system, these detectors may also result in false alarms. Second, the
performance of the anomaly detection system can be improved by
establishing other machine learning models. For example, long
short-term memory (LSTM) models can be used to estimate the
time-related power consumption of the robot and thus capture
the relationship between robot movement and power consump-
tion more precisely. Note that anomaly detection systems that col-
lect sensor, actuator, or control data via EtherNet/IP and then use
physical models [50], machine learning [51], or other formal meth-
ods [24] to detect CORMAND2 are not considered because the data
might be modified by CORMAND2 as well, hence compromising
authenticity. Wireless networks are also not considered in the
design and detection of CORMAND2 because most commodity
industrial robots in manufacturing workshops are wired for
stability.
8. Conclusions

As industrial robots become more connected to the IIoT, they
are faced with more and more security risks. In this study, security
vulnerabilities that exist in the confidentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability of industrial robots were identified and analyzed. COR-
MAND2, a novel deception attack, was built to manipulate
industrial robots and conceal this by forging movement data
received by SCADA, thus preventing the manipulated robot opera-
tion from being detected. CORMAND2 unveils the risks brought
about by the assumption that SCADA-received data is authentic.
These risks were addressed with suggested and validated
solutions.
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